How to Create & Submit Rationed Fee-for-service
(RFFS) Case Management Claims
for SE48, SE148 or SE248
(updated 6/8/2021)

In order to be paid for the Case Management services provided, Case
Management Entities (CMEs) (CDDPs, Brokerages, Stat Kids Services) must submit
RFFS claims services provided to individuals enrolled their program.
CMEs can enter CM RFFS claims in two (2) different ways. You can choose which
method of entering RFFS claims that works best for you.
 Enter RFFS Claims for multiple dates (instructions start on page 2): this will allow
you to enter multiple claims by date for a single individual with the same
Service Coordinator/ Personal Agent and submit all those claims in a batch.

OR …

 Enter RFFS Claims for single date (instructions start on page 7): this will allow you
to enter claims for multiple individuals at one time that all have the same,
single claim date and the same Service Coordinator/Personal Agent.
Below are instructions for both methods of entering RFFS claims. Users must have
one of the below roles assigned to do this CM RFFS claiming work.
 CDDPs: CM Encounter Manager
 Brokerages: PA Encounter Manager
 State Kids Services: State Kids Svcs CM Encounter Manager
Both Enter RFFS Claims for multiple dates and Enter RFFS Claims for single date
methods work for the creation and submission Regular CM RFFS Claims (claim
modifier REG).
Only the Enter RFFS Claims for single date will work for the creation and
submission ONA CM RFFS Claims (claim modifier ONA) for when ONAs are
completed. Both ONA & REG RFFS claims can be billed for the same date using
this method.
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To Create & Submit RFFS Claims for Multiple Dates
(for a single individual):
1. Log in to eXPRS. If you have multiple log in options, be sure you select the
correct (Provider) Organization/Program Area option to do this work.
CDDPs use Case Management Provider (Provider)

Brokerages use Brokerage/Case Mgmt Prov (Provider)

State Kids Services (CIIS or Res) use State CM (Provider)
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2. From the left-hand navigation menu, click on CM/PA TCM Billing  RFFS
Claims  Enter RFFS Claims for multiple dates.

This will take you to the Enter RFFS Claims for Client page.
3. In the Enter RFFS Claims for Client page, enter the required information
indicated by the red asterisk (*):
a. *Client Prime = the individual’s prime number
b. *Service Element = select the appropriate option for the CM service
authorized for the individual from the dropdown.
CM services are currently authorized under these codes:
 CDDPs: 48 (ORCCM/All) – CDDP Case Mgmt
 Brokerages: 148 (ORBCM/All) – Brokerage Case Mgmt
 State Kids Services: 248 (ORSCM/All) State Children’s Case Mgmt
 State Kids CIIS Eligibility only: 248 (ORSCM/CII) CM Children’s
Intensive In-Home Services
c. *Service Coordinator/Personal Agent = the staff who provided the
qualifying case management services for the dates selected.
 PLEASE NOTE: The dropdown list defaults to showing the Active
SC/PA Only as “YES.” You can change this to “No” to include the
SC/PAs who have worked for your organization in the past.
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4. Now use the calendar widget (NEW FEATURE) to select the date(s) you want to
enter RFFS Claim(s) for the individual.
To use the NEW calendar widget:
 Use the < or > arrows next to the Month/Year to toggle between
different months.
 Click on a date in a month to select it. You can click on as many dates as
needed.
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With the claim date(s) selected, click Find to find the CPA(s) for the individual
that covers those date(s) you’ve selected in the calendar. There may be more
than one CPA for the individual.
 NOTE: If you selected a date that already has an RFFS claim submitted for it,
you will receive the message below the calendar, “RFFS Claim(s) already
exist for these dates and will not be created: mm/dd/yy”.
5. With the CM CPAs returned the cover the RFFS claim dates selected, check the
box next to the CPA(s) and then click Submit .

6. You can wait until the RFFS Claims Entered results page displays showing the
RFFS claims created and their status if you’d like, but this is not required.
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 REMEMBER: The RFFS claims you submit will most likely come back
with a status of Suspended, with the reason “Fails higher level auth;
Insufficient funds for rationed provider”. This suspension reason means
the RFFS claim is being held until the next scheduled RFFS claims
processing cycle. In that processing cycle, these suspended claims will be
processed for payment. Claims that have been paid in the RFFS claims
process cycle will change to a status of APPROVED.
See the “FAQs for RFFS Claims” document on the eXPRS Help Menu for
additional information on the RFFS claims process.
7. Repeat steps #2 – 6 to enter multiple RFFS claims for another individual.
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To Create & Submit RFFS Claims for Single Date
(for multiple individuals):
1. Log in to eXPRS. If you have multiple log in options, be sure you select the
correct (Provider) Organization/Program Area option to do this work.
2. From the left-hand navigation menu, click on CM/PA TCM Billing  RFFS
Claims  Enter RFFS Claims for single date.

This will take you to the Enter RFFS Claims for CPA page.
3. In the Enter RFFS Claims for CPA page, enter the required information
indicated by the red asterisk (*):
 *RFFS Claim Date = the date the RFFS service was provided
 *Service Coordinator/Personal Agent = the staff who provided the
qualifying case management services for the dates selected.
PLEASE NOTE: The dropdown list defaults to showing the Active SC/PA
Only as “YES.” You can change this to “No” to include the SC/PAs who
have worked for your organization in the past.
 Click Find . You will get a list of ALL accepted CM CPAs for your agency
with a date range that covers the RFFS claim date you entered.
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4. From your list of CPAs returned, click on the check box(es) in the RFFS column
on the far left next to the CPA(s) for the individual(s) who received a qualifying
CM service on the DATE from the Service Coordinator/Personal Agent you
selected.

With your individuals selected, click Submit . Please remember, the same
DATE and SERVICE COORDIANTOR or PERSONAL AGENT will apply to all the
RFFS claims created for the individuals you checked.
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You can also use this page to submit RFFS claims for ONA Assessments. Please
see the user guide “How to Create/Submit ONA RFFS Claims” on the eXPRS
Help Menu for specific instructions.

5. You can wait until the RFFS Claims Entered results page displays showing the
RFFS claims created and their status if you’d like, but this is not required.

 REMEMBER: As mentioned above, the RFFS claims you submit will
most likely come back with a status of Suspended, with the reason “Fails
higher level auth; Insufficient funds for rationed provider”. This
suspension reason means the RFFS claim is being held until the next
scheduled RFFS claims processing cycle. In that processing cycle, these
suspended claims will be processed for payment. Claims that have been
paid in the RFFS claims process cycle will change to a status of APPROVED.
See the “FAQs for RFFS Claims” document on the eXPRS Help Menu for
additional information on the RFFS claims process.
5. Repeat steps #2 – 5 to enter more RFFS claims by single date/same SC/PA for
other individuals.
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